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Let o(n) be the maximum excess of an Madamard matrix of order n. Improved upper bounds 
are given for u(n) and a procedure is described to find all row-sum or column-sum vectors of 
an Wadamard matrix with given excess. Hadamard matrices with maximum excess are 
constructed for n = 124, 172, 196 and n = 4(2m + I)* for certain values of m. 
-matrix, of order 12 is an n X ?2 matrix IH witk 
= nl,. e sum of the elements of 
and a(n) ckmtes the maximum excess, i.e., 
a(n) = max a( of order n (1) 
-matrices with maximum excess ave the property that the determinant sf the 
(~8 + 1) X (n + 1) matrix 
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rn are the row sums and cl, c2, . . . , c, t 
it is easy to see [IS] that 
or 
r=n/,,AA\ ;-1 3 
‘, -- ” \LaEwu ‘I/, & - I) &a, . . . , .?z> 
od4), i = 1,2,. . _ , ~1, 
anti Timilarly for the column sums. 
= 12 we obtain, by pre an post multiplication by eT an e: 
i.e.9 &i=l ri =E2- Let P” _ 2 
n n 
= rf=n2, riEO(mOd4),i=P,2,. . . ,n, 
i=l i=l 
n n 
5z 5=2(mod4),i=1,2 ,..., n. 
i=l i=l 
(2) 
e are going tr! fnd Epi>tX bmids for owever, if the row-sums can be 
attained by an ,E&matrix of order n, then an -matrix of that order with 
maximum excess will have all its row or column sums either =O (mod4) or 
course we m all row sums =O (mod4) and all column sums 
od4) for the same -matrix. IEn any case if max( , l?) = R(n), then 
(n) and we now establish upper bounds for R, k?. 
e can always write n in the form: 
(3) 
eie 
a enotes the integral part of X. 
e value 4i, i = 
y 1 an them, t 
tli(S + 1 - i)(S - i) = 
-S (+ 1 - i)(s -- i) = @?s + l)(nf(s) - 
= 2s -I- 1 + ($8 - 1)/(2S + 1). 
e of (6) is a su 
611 
(6) 
*R s nf (,m) = r”c ( 2m 9 
e non-negative integer 
1 : in -1 
) 2m=t1 l 
izing f(s) will give 
is can be improved by noting., from (6), that $ -$n=O(mod2), or 
-n=O(mod8). (7) 
ence we obtain the bound given in (4). For s = m, relation (6) becomes: 
@i(??l + i - i)(J7l - i) = 4 l(2m + l)(n(2m + 1) + 4~~~~ Tll)) - 
r n (8) 
with equality i# n = 16m*. 
e above relation is equivalent to: 
(2m + 1 - gv@‘~ 1 or 161~9~ s PZ 6 16(m + l)*, 
ing to (3& is always valid, wit equality only if n = 16 
is m in (2), then 
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.= 1 n9 
, 1, . . . , $9 -1. 
by s(s + l), -(% + 1), 1 re ove relations and 
pti(S + 1 - i)(S - i) = n(s + 1)2 - 4 (8 + 1) + $n(tn - 1), . (1% 
nj(S + 1 -i)(S -i)=+(S + l)(ng(s)- 
i 
-negative ven integer, i.e., S n&s) for s 3 0, where g(s) = 
.“1 - l)/(s + 1). 
g(s + 1) ag(S)c+s 3 
I 
mp 
If4m2+4m+1+z<4(m=!=?)2, 
m-l, if4m2aSnc 2+4m31. 
- 1 we obtain the bound for given in (9) and t 
+ 1 - i)( 
i 
+ :l)(zn(m + 1) + 2( !nt;; 1)) - 
+ 1)2. 0 (15) 
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a(n) s 
-3( 
c 
Y 2+6m+3. 
we its row s 
? 
if4?n2S~n~4m2+ -tl, or4 
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new column sums cl, c2, . . . , c, will now be congruent to 0 (mod 4) and 
Cl + c2 -t ’ l l + c, = 
ow we see from (6) (7) that always -n=O( 
-2r, --y1 M(mod8) or -n=4(mod8). 
bservation and (17) we obtain e improved bounds given in (16). II 
The upper bound for a(lz j given in (16) can be improved in certain cases and 
solutions rI, r2, . . , , r, attaining e improved bounds can be foun 
h, p2, l 9 l 9 ht exist with zyzI r, qua Q the upper bound given in (4j and 
is does not mean that an matrix exists with these ~QVJ sums. 
e argument we use to improve the upper bound given in (16), is the 
e the case 4m2< $a < 4m2 + 2m + 1, i.e., max > maxfi as given by (4) 
en find ah sequences rl, rz, . . . , r, with zyzl ri = max 
is is done by re lacing max &! in (8) and then solving (8). 
-matrix exists with a(n) = max 1?, t its row and column sums will be 
to 0 (mod 4) because max a > ma If we negate the elements of a 
with row sum rl, then all column sums will now be =2 (mod 4) and the 
ess will be max g - 2r,. then we have a 
because the column sums cl, c2, . . . , c,, are (mod 4) and 
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n (8) becomes 
solutions 
a) 2-i=2, f2i=l; z-i=(-); l-j-$ 
b) 2-i=-13 n;==l; 2-c’=o; a-i=o. 
n (a) we have no = 1 and then 
which gives the row-sum vector 
(OG, 4& 8&. (18) 
n (b) we have IE~ = 1 and then 
nl+na+n3=56 
4nI + 8n2 + 12n3 = 408 
5$n,=11,nz=44,n3=1, 
gives the row-sum vector 
(4GL 8LL, WI (1% 
0th solutions atisfy Ci (4i m(9)wefindmaxk?=4 
e row-sum vector of on given in (18), then negating the row 
h sum 0 will give excess 8 and column-sums =2 (mo 
nce if ~(56) = 408, the o nd column-sum 
0 ii r FJ= 60, ir;2 = 1, q = 5, u = 1, then from (16), (4), obtain: 
d (8) becomes & n5(2 - i)(l - i) = 0, w 
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Table 1. Possible solutions for maximum excess. 
n m 4 l4 
Upper bound 
for a(n) Possible solutions 
56 1 
1 
2 
72 2 
76 2 
88 2 
92 2 
96 2 
5 0 
5 1 
0 1 
0 2 
0 3 
1 2 
1 3 
2 0 
408 
452 
548 
652 
812 
872 
932 
ave & ni(2 - i)(l - i) = 6. 
12e’S_;j, r = 0, 1,2,3, 
Solution (b) also is not acceptable because 
s excess 452 - 32 = 420. Setting R = 420 in 
which gives solutions not compatible with 
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corn tion. Use one of the 
A - = 
nstmct circulant matrices A, ?Jviah mw sums 4m + 1, 1, 1, 1, 
e row-sum vector (20) an 
=1, n=28, for m-2, n= ing construction is
rm=3, n=172anQthen are given by (see [2]): 
) 1,2,4,8, 11, 16,21,22,27,32,X& 39,41,42), 
,5,6, 10, 11, 12, 16, lQ,20, 21B 23,24,33,33,35,37,3 
1 9 
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For im = 1, n = 36, first corstruct of order 12 with A = (+, +, +), B = C = 
=(-, +9 +) and then construct 
(23) 
here = (A, 3, -C), Y = (A, - ,D), Z=(A,C,- 
m = 2, 12 = 100, first construct of order 20 with 
=(+, +, -, -, +), I= (-, +, +, +, +), 
c = (7 +, +, +, +), =( y-,- ‘9 +, +9 -) 
of order 28 with 
A=(-, +, +, +, +, +, +), B=(-, -9 +, +, +, +, -), 
C=(-,+,-,a,+,-,+),D=(-,+,+,-,-,+,+) (24) 
and then use the form given in (23) with 
, -D, C,A, -D, D), 
, B, A, -C, B, - 
t all regular H-matrices of order it = 4(2m + l)* for 
-4=(n-2)j/n+1+2 and the 
ant ces 
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